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Your choice 
makes a difference
In 2015, the UN adopted 17 Sustainable Development Goals 
that establish a new framework for global development 
efforts between now and 2030. Sustainable consumption and 
production forms (Goal 12) is one of the goals set for our 
planet.

We all have a shared responsibility for promoting sustainability, 
and one way you can contribute is by choosing products with 
the official ecolabels the Nordic Swan Ecolabel and the EU 
Ecolabel as a key to sustainable procurement.

Regardless of whether you work with private or public 
procurement we hope that you will find this catalogue inspiring 
to explore. It is designed to give you an overview of part of the 
broad selection of furniture, outdoor furniture and equipment 
bearing the Nordic Swan Ecolabel and the EU Ecolabel, and  
we hope it will help you make more sustainable choices.  
Please note that there are many more products than  
shown here. 

On the last pages you will find a list of manufacturers as of 
December 2019. The list keeps growing and we will revise  
this catalogue on a regular basis.

January 2020.
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The Nordic Swan Ecolabel is the official Nordic ecolabel, and the EU Ecolabel is the 
official European ecolabel. The objective of the official ecolabels is to reduce the 
overall environmental impact of production and consumption.

Therefore, the Nordic Swan Ecolabel and the EU Ecolabel evaluate the entire 
product lifecycle and the environmental problems that arise along the way  
- for the benefit of the environment, climate, humans and the Earth’s resources. 

To ensure maximum environmental impact, the Nordic Swan Ecolabel and the 
EU Ecolabel set product specific requirements and evaluate the environmental 
impact of a product in all relevant stages of the product’s lifecycle. Common 
to all products certified with the two official ecolabels is that they meet strict 
environmental and health requirements.

Nordic Ecolabelling is the non-profit organisation behind the Nordic Swan Ecolabel 
and the EU Ecolabel in the Nordic countries that offers independent third-party 
certification.

The official ecolabels

Furniture with the Nordic Swan Ecolabel  
and the EU Ecolabel:
• Tested to be durable, safe and good quality

• Wooden furniture and wooden parts of furniture are made  
of traceable wood from legal forestry 

• A high percentage of the wood is from certified sustainable forestry

• Textiles, filling, glue and paint live up to strict chemical requirements

• Furniture made with a high content of plastic contains a fixed  
amount of recycled plastic 

• It is possible to remove and reuse or recycle metal parts when  
the furniture is worn out.
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Sources: 1.Nordic Consumer Survey on assignment from Nordic Ecolabelling, IPSOS 2019. 2.The Nordic Swan Ecometer 2018

93% of Nordic consumers are aware  
of the Nordic Swan Ecolabel 1.

38% of Nordic consumers are  
aware of the EU Ecolabel 1.

77% think it is of vital importance, that labelling schemes are 
objective and independent of the products they certify1.

7/10 believe that their choices as consumers are not as 
environmentally friendly as they would like them to be 2.

6/10 think that their consumption choices  
can make a positive difference in society 2.
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Office furniture  
and fixtures

The Nordic Swan Ecolabel and the EU Ecolabel are obvious tools for promoting 
circular economy - thus strengthening corporate competitiveness, enhancing 
corporate resource efficiency and contributing to the creation of new business 
models and innovative solutions.

The objective of the Nordic Swan Ecolabel and the EU Ecolabel is to reduce the 
overall environmental impact of production and consumption. This is why the whole 
product lifecycle – from raw materials to production, use, disposal and recycling  
– is included in the assessment when the requirements for ecolabelled products  
are established. 

The circular approach to the lifecycle is a premise for circular economy, as it 
means that the focus is on how actions taken in one stage have a positive 
effect on several stages of the lifecycle – and how you avoid carrying a negative 
environmental impact on to other stages.

The official ecolabels  
promote circular economy

The ecolabels promote
circular economy
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Blå Station

Boo chairs

87



Dent chairs

Boo

Dent
Innovation C

Sting

OppoChair 69
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Edsbyverken

1211

Ease screens

Access Tower Access Personal Locker

Did you know...
… that member companies in the Nordic 
Network for Sustainable Procurement 
use their purchasing power to promote 
sustainable development by purchasing 
products and services that are certified 
with the official ecolabels: the Nordic Swan 
Ecolabel and the EU Ecolabel? And more 
and more public procurement officers use 
the ecolabels in public tenders.



Edsbyverken

Opus

Connect Continental 

Continental Storage 

Ease 
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EFG

Room floor screen

Savo S3

Did you know...
...that you contribute to steering product development in a more sustainable 
direction when you choose furniture with the Nordic Swan Ecolabel or the EU 
Ecolabel? In order to create sustainable development, the requirements for 
ecolabelled products are regularly evaluated and tightened based on the latest 
science and development in the market. This happens approximately every five 
years. When the requirements are revised all ecolabelled furniture is re-evaluated 
and manufacturers must document that they live up to the new requirements.
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FjordfiestaEva Eriksson

Stories bookcase Scandinavian Junior Eco
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Flokk

HÅG Capisco 8106

HÅG SoFi 7330 HÅG Conventio 9520

HÅG Capisco 8107

HÅG Capisco 8106
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Flokk

RH Logic 400
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R4 High

High 5 4000 Medium R2 Medium

R2 High

Malmstolen
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Offecct

Cornflake

Bond

Carry On portable stool Acoustic panel and Moment chair
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Four

Four Sure 90/105 Eco

Four Sure 44 Eco

Four Sure 44 Eco
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Green Furniture

Nova C

Nova C

Nova C fra Green Furniture
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Götessons

Screenit A30 Flexible

Did you know...
...that there are many different ecolabelled tables, sofas and armchairs in classic 
designs and that ecolabelled furniture is made to last for years? The ecolabels 
ensure that it must be possible to remove and reuse or recycle metal parts  
when the furniture is worn out.

Screenit AT40
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Holmris B8

Q20 work table
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Helland Møbler

Pan recliner

Pan seating arrangement and Duun recliner
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Horreds

Anne shelf series
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Siglo storage

Henry work table

VX storage and work table

Did you know...
...that the wood in furniture with the Nordic Swan Ecolabel or the EU Ecolabel 
derives only from legal forestry, it is possible to track where it is from, and a high 
percentage of the wood is from certified sustainable forestry? Choose furniture 
certified with the Nordic Swan Ecolabel or the EU Ecolabel if you want to be sure 
that your furniture is amongst the environmentally best on the market.
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Hyllteknik

University shelf system
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Creative Office shelves
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IRE

Rejoin couch

Visit

Rejoin couch
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ISKU

Kivikko Seat
Kivikko Seat
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Johanson 
Design AB

Lightness

Matrix

Tendo Rib chairs Rib 08

P 77
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Kinnarps

6770

6770 67706000 series chairs
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Lammhult

Campus chairs
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Archal chairs and coat stand

S70-12
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Campus chairs

Attach

Funk

Funk

Funk
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Lammhults 
Bibliotekdesign

60/30 Shelving

Round 60/30 Shelving

Shelving
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Martela

Pinta EQB

Pinta ll

Pinta I

Pinta II conference table
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Courage

Stereo

Mute

Mitab



Montana

Montana system
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Flexi storage and Edge desk

Aarsland
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Titan storage Factor conference table

Titan storageVesta

Svenheim
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TAKT Chairs

T01 CrossT03 Tool

T02 Soft

Did you know...
...that products with the EU Ecolabel 
have an extended 5-year guarantee 
and the manufacturer guarantees 
spare parts for a minimum of 5 years?
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FDB møbler

J46
T01 Cross

7473



Unikom

Unik table
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FUMAC

InLINE sit/stand desks, JIVE storage and JIVE pull-out cabinet
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Vestre - Stoop bench

Vestre - Stripes bench

8079

Outdoor 
furniture



Vestre

April bench

Bloc sun benchesStripes
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Lekolar

Kubus

83 84

For children



AJ Produkter

Milo

Tjörn

Tobbe
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KRS

Roller

Klarskov

Did you know...
...that there are many different ecolabelled tables, sofas and armchairs in classic 
designs and that ecolabelled furniture is made to last for years? The ecolabel also 
ensures that it must be possible to remove and reuse or recycle metal parts when 
the furniture is worn out.

Out-sider

Did you know...
...that neither halogenated 
flame retardants, phthalates, 
heavy metals nor fluorinated 
substances may be added to 
furniture certified with the 
Nordic Swan Ecolabel?

Ergoret highchair

Loop Up
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Marksöm

Vilmadrass

Multi-soft Byggkloss

Collect

Framechair

Stoolesk 
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Grande

Student table, work table and bookcases
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Hoppekids

Basic bed
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Nordic Parks

Organo Play
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Cado

Play system 2
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Marbodal

Arkitekt cabinet doors

99 100

Kitchens



Norema

Kvadrat dark elm cabinet doors
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Elektrolux 
Home

City kitchen cabinet doors
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Vedum

Nora cabinet doors for kitchen and bathroom
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Strai Kjøkken

Komfort soft white cabinet doors

108107



Horn

Solid Oak countertop

110109

A selection of ecolabelled kitchen 
countertops - both wood and laminate  
- are available from various manufacturers.  
See list at the back of the catalogue.



Hilding
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Beds



Jensen

Contract C4 Continental
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Scapa

Mio Dream

Mio Sleep
Koster

Carpe Diem
Beds
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Örsjö Disc Lamps

Mattresses

117 118

A wide selection of ecolabelled mattresses  
- for children and adults - are available  
from various manufacturers.  
See list at the back of the catalogue.

Lighting



The following manufacturers offer  
a selection of ecolabelled products.  
Contact them to ask specifically for their range.

Certification
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Aarsland Møbelfabrikk (aarsland.no) • •
ABA Skol (abaskol.se) • •
AJ Produkter (ajprodukter.se) •
Babysam (babysam.dk) •
Blå Station (blastation.se) • •
CADO (cado.dk) •
Carpe Diem Beds (carpediembeds.com) • •
Collect Furniture (collectfurniture.dk) •
COOP (anglamark.dk) •
Edsverken (edsbyn.com) • • • •
Ekornes Beds (ekornes.com) •
Elektrolux Home (electroluxhome.se) •
European Furniture Group (efg.se) • • • •
Eva Eriksson Design (evaeriksondesign.se) •
Familon (familon.fi) • •
FDB Møbler (fdbmobler.dk) •
Fjordfiesta Furniture (fjordfiesta.no) •
Flokk (flokk.com) • •
Four Design (fourdesign.dk) •
FUMAC (fumac.dk) •
Furnea (furnea.se) •
Grande Fabrikker (grande.no) • •
Green Furniture Concept (greenfurniture.se) • •
Götessons Industri (gotessons.se) •
Helland Møbler (helland.no) • •
Hilding (hilding.nu) • •
Holmris B8 (holmrisb8.com) • • •
Hoppekids (hoppekids.com) • •
Horn Bordplader (hornbordplader.dk) •
Horreds Möbel (horreds.se) • • • •
HTH (hth.no) •
Hyllteknik (hyllteknik.se) • • •
IDEA Kompetanse (ideakompetanse.no) •
Ifö Sanitär (ifo.se/ifo.dk/ifosanitar.no) •
INR Försäljning Sverige (inr.se) •
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Invita (invita.dk) •
Ire Möbel (iremobel.se) • •
Isku Interior (isku.com) • • •
Jensen ( jensen-beds.com) • • •
Johanson Design ( johansondesign.se) •
Karl Roland Simonsson (krsab.se) • •
Kinnarps (kinnarps.se) •
Klarskov Design (klarskov.dk) • •
Lammhults Biblioteksdesign (bci.dk) • •
Lammhults Möbel (lammhults.se) • • •
Lekolar (lekolar.dk) • •
Malmstolen (malmstolen.se) • •
Marbodal (marbodal.no/marbodal.se) • •
Marksöm AB (marksom.se) • •
Martela (martela.com) • •
Mattsons Madrassfabrik (mattsonsmobler.se) • •
MITAB Produktion (mitab.se) •
Montana Furniture (montana.dk) •
Nordic Parks (nordicparks.se) •
Norema (norema.no) •
OFFECCT (offecct.com) • • •
Out-Sider (out-sider.dk) •
Petra (petrakeittiot.fi) •
Ragnars Inredningar (ragnars.se) • • •
Re-beds (re-beds.com) •
SACA INDUSTRIE (sacaspa.it) •
Scapa (scapainter.com) • •
Sigdal (sigdal.com) •
Strai Kjøkken (strai.no) •
Svenheim (svenheim.no) •
Sykkylven Stål (sykkylvenstal.no) • • •
TAKT (TAKTcph.com) •
Unikom (unikom.no) •
Vedum Kök & Bad (vedum.se) • •
Vestre (vestre.com) •
Örsjö Belysning (orsjo.se) •



nordic-ecolabel.org

National websites
Denmark: Ecolabel.dk

Finland: Joutsenmerkki.fi
Iceland: ust.is

Norway: Svanemerket.no
Sweden: Svanen.se


